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that the geomagnetic axis does not ooincide with the 
earth's axis of rotation, and is not quite constant ; 
we incline nowadays to attribute the earth's mag
netism partly to its rotation, rather than vice versa. 
Newton later showed that the precessional motion of 
the earth's axis is due to gravitational and tlynamic 
causes, independent of geomagnetism. 

Despite his advanced philosophic outlook, Gilbert 
was not free from the then prevailing belief that the 
stars influence mundane affa irs (Book VI, Chapter 8). 
He believed that just as "Nature has taken care, 
through the earth's soul or magnetic vigour", to 
incline its axis to the pole of the ecliptic, so that the 
orbital motion produces the succession of the seasons, 
so also "the stars shift their rays of light at the 
surface of the earth through this wonderful magnetical 
inflection" (or precession) of the earth's axis. "Hence", 
he said, "come new varieties of the seasons of the 
year, and lands become more fruitful or more barren ; 
hence the characters and manners of nations are 
changed ; kingdoms and laws are altered, in accord
ance with the virtues of the fixed stars as they 
?ulminate, and the strength thence received or lost 
m accordance with the singular and specific nature 
of each .... " 

Gilbert's interest in astronomy was shown by his 
authorship of a second considerable treatise, left in 
manuscript at his death, and not published until by 
the care of a brother it was printed in Amsterdam in 
1651. Its title, translated from the Latin original, 
was "On our Sublunary World, a New Philosophy". 
Though it contains several references to "de Magnete", 
it made no further contributions to magnetism. It 
expounded the then revolutionary astronomical views 
of Bruno, whom it cites, and is largely an anti
Aristotelian discussion on astronomy, meteorology 
and the tides. 

Gilbert did not live long enough after the appear
ance of his masterpiece, "de Magnete", to learn fully 
whether its reception was better than he had pictured 
in his preface. On the whole it was well received, 
though the astronomical part was disclaimed by some 
who accepted the magnetic discoveries ; among these 
were Gilbert's friend Barlowe, and also the Jesuits, 
by whom the last Book (VI) was regarded as heretical. 
But greater men, including Gilbert's younger con
temporaries Kepler and Galileo, wrote of "de Mag
nete" with high praise. This judgment has been 
endorsed by posterity, and as the centuries have 
rolled on, the fame of Gilbert has stood firm, as a 
great pioneer of magnetic and electric experiment, 
and as the father of the sciences of geomagnetism 
and electricity. 

WILLIAM GILBERT: HIS PLACE IN 
THE MEDICAL WORLD* 

By SrR WALTER LANGDON-BROWN 

FULLER'S "Worthies" has a charming account of 
William Gilbert. He did not know him personally, 

for Gilbert had been dead five years when Fuller 
was born. But he had talked to people who had 
known him. This prompted him to write as follows : 
"William Gilbert was born in Trinity Passage in 
Colchester, his father being a Counsellour of great 
Esteem in his Profession, who first removed his family 
thither from Clare in Suffolk, where they had resided 

• Address delivered at a commemorative meeting held by the Royal 
Society of Medicine on April 5. 

in a gentile . E quipage some Centuries of Years. He 
had (saith my informer) the clearness of Vel).ice glass 
without the Brittleness thereof, soon ripe and Long 
Las,ting in his Perfections. He co=enced Doctor in 
Physick, and was Physician to Queen Elizabeth who 
stamped on'him many Marks of her favour, besides 
an Annual Pension to encourage his Studies. He 
addicted himself to Chemistry attaining to great ex
actness therein. One saith of him that he was Stoicall, 
but not Cynicall, which I understand; Reserv'd but 
not Morose, never married, purposely to be more 
beneficial to his Brethren. Such was his loyalty 
to the Queen that as if unwilling to survive, he dyed 
in the same year with her 1603. His stature was 
Tall, Complexion Cheerful, an H appiness not ordinary 
in so hard a Student and Retired a Person. He 
lyeth buried in Trinity Church in Colchester under a 
plain Monument. Mahomet's tomb at Mecca is said 
strangely to hang up, attracted by some invisible 
Loadstone ; but the Memory of this Doctor will 
never fall to the ground, which his incomparable book 
'de Magnete' will support to Eternity." 

It is difficult to enlarge this admirable miniature 
without spoiling it. Also it is difficult to make use of 
Silvanus Thompson's excellent account of Gilbert 
without shameless plagiarism. This was written for 
the tercentenary of Gilbert's death celebrated at 
Colchester in 1903. Mr. Puryer White, of St. John's 
College, kindly lent me the copy belonging to the 
late Sir Robert Scott, formerly Master of the College, 
which is enriched with notes by the Master's hand, 
drawn from the College records concerning Gilbert's 
career. From these it is clear that he matriculated in 
May 1558. If the commonly accepted da te for 
Gilbert's birth of 1540 is correct, this would make 
him eighteen when he entered, which would be rather 
old for those days. Hence, doubts have arisen, and 
dates ranging from 1540 to 1544 have been given; 
hence also, our justification for celebrating the quater
centenary of his birth in 1944. After graduation 
he was elected to a fellowship, his name being spelled 
Gylbert on the roll. Here again, we meet with a 
discrepancy in the record. Sir Robert Scott states 
that he was admitted on Sympson's foundation, but 
Bass Mallinger, a former learned if eccentric librarian 
and historian of the College, states "Fisher's statutes 
of 1530 had relieved all 'physic fellows' from the 
obligation of taking orders, but the statutes of 1545 
had limited such exemptions to two, a proviso 
which continued in force until1860. Notwithstanding 
this restriction, however, the sixteenth century saw 
three successive Presidents [of the Royal College of 
Physicians] elected from such 'physic fellows' of 
St. John's. These wereRichard Smith 1585; 
William Baronsdale 1589, and the eminent William 
Gilbert 1600. The last representative of this group 
was Dr. Henry Thompson, Consulting Physician to 
the Middlesex Hospital, who died in 1897." The 
present Master of St. John's College, Mr. E. A. 
Benians, tells me that the list of distinguished 
physicians who studied there in the sixteenth 
century was due to Bishop Fisher's insistence on 
encouraging the study of Greek in the College, which, 
despite Erasmus, encountered opposition elsewhere ; 
and on Greek the revival of medicine was believed 
to be based from Linacre onwards. 

The probable explanation of the apparent dis
crepancy is that Gilbert was elected in the ordinary 
way, but as he did not take orders, had to become 
'physic fellow' or resign his fellowship within the 
stated time. 
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After taking his M.A., Gilbert acted as examiner 
in mathematics, and in 1569 became senior bursar 
at St. John’s. In the same year, he was admitted 

and was senior fellow. In the next "year .he 
terminated his.twelve years of residence in college 
and abroad, travelling in Italy for three years. 

much is known of this, but from his Writings it 
would appear that he drew inspiration from such 
medical men as Cardan, Fallopius and Frascatorio. 
He had a great repugnance to the teachings of 
Paracelsus and Albertus Magnus, and scoffed at 
Arnoldus de Villanova of Salerno. In 1573 he re›
turned to England, as Silvanus Thompson says, "a 

•pronounced hater of shams and quackery, a champion 
of the experimental method and an outspoken enemy 
of all those who merely relied on the authority of 
great names". 

He did not return to .Cambridge, but having been 
elected a fellow of the Royal College of Physicians, 
settled in’London in Wingfield House on St. Peter’s 
Hill, which ran from St. Paul’s churchyard to Upper 
Thames Street, crossing what is now Queen Victoria 
Street just to the east of the College of Heralds. Thus 
he was close to the .first College of Physicians, which 
had been Linacre’s own house. Here he formed a 
learned society which met at his house, and they 
laid before Queen Elizabeth a scheme for the founda›
tion of an Academy of Natural Philosophy which 
was to have been a real University of London. 
Nothing came of it, and the "Invisible College" did 
not arise for about half a; century. Thus Gilbert 
stimulated experimental science in Britain before all 
Bacon’s theoretical contributions to the subject. 
Bacon indeed repeatedly .refers to him with respect 
in the "Novum Organum" and elsewhere. 

His success in practice was rapid. In l 577 he was 
granted arms, which are now caryed in relief in the 
North Court of St. John’s College. From 1581 until 
1590 he was a censor, and from 1587 until 1592, 
treasurer of the College of Physicians. He served a 
second term as treasurer from 1597 until his election 
to the presidential chair. In the year of the Armada 
he was one of four physicians to inquire into an 
epidemic that had broken out in the Royal Navy. 
Lancelat Browne, William Harvey’s fatherinlaw, 
was another, while a third was Wilkinson, who pre›
ceded Harvey as phyr;;ician to St. Bartholomew’s 
Hospital. Gilbert had many professional associations 
with Lancelot Browne, who succeeded him as presi›
dent of the College ; considering this and the family 
tie between Browne and Harvey, it seems probable 
that the latter learned something of Gilbert’s out›
look. This may have been the source of information 
for Harvey’s statement that •Gilbert• spent £5,000 on 
his researchesa large sum in those days. 

In 1589 the College of Physicians decided to com›
pile a Pharmacopwia, and Gilbert was on the com›
mittee for carrying this out. Its publication was, 
however, delayed until 1618. On this Silvanus 
Thompson remarks : "If it had appeared in his life›
time, he would not have sanctioned the inclusion of 
Emplastrum divinum of Nicholaus, consisting of 
powdered loadstone made up with wax, oil, litharge 
and various spices, for in de Magnete he had denounced 
the prescription in un•sparing terms as an evil and 
deadly ’recommendation of an abominable im›
posture’". For, as Gilbert said, "It is when whole 
that the loadstone draws .... The application of a 
loadstone for all sorts of headaches no more cures 
them (as some make out) than would an iron helmet 
or a steel cap." On the positive, side, he was a great 

believer in iron as a fine powder. steeped in the 
"sharpest yinegar" and dried, for the treatment of 
anmmia. He said that. "it restores young girls when 
pallid, sickly and lacking colour, to health and 
beauty". He also advised iron for enlarged spl en ; 
Hale White suggests that malaria then being very 
common in England, thepatients improved because 

•it benefited the accompanying anmmia. He was very 
sarcastic about many ridiculous claims made for 
remedies, saying: "Thus do the smatterers cross 
swords together and puzzle inquiring minds by their 
vain conjectures". 

Dr. Charles Singer suggests that Gilbert’s interest 
in experimentai ’ science was aroused by meeting 
Giordano Bruno who was in England during 158385, 
at Elizabeth’s court, probably in the company of 
Sir Philip Sidney. But Gilbert did not become a 
Court physician until the year after Bruno’s martyr›
dom, and that he did not frequent the Court much 
before is indicated, by the dismay shown by his little 
group of scientific friends who met at his house on 
St. Peter’s Hill when he was appointed physician to 
the Queen. They feared, and as the event proved, 
justifiably, that the removal to Whitehall would 
break up their coterie, and their researches would 
languish. Still, it is quite possible, considering the 
fashionable nature of Gilbert’s practice, that he 
would have known Sir Philip Sidney and have met 
Bruno, even if not at Court. As evidence of the’ 
kind of practice he had, we find the Earl of Shrewsbury 
Writing of him to a friend, [he is] "a sensible man; 
therefore seek to be acquainted• with him and be 
veryfriendly of him". Then again, in January 1597, 
Gilbert attended Lady Cecil at Hatfield in her last 
illness. An unpleasant incident occurred during his 
visit ; one of her jewels was missing and a Robert 
Wisson (or Weston) was charged with the theft. He 
was in attendance on Gilbert nominally as his servant, 
but it •would appear he was probably Gilbert’s 
nephew.! However, all must have ended well, for 
we find Gilbert attending Lord Burghley on his 
deathbed a year later. 

Gilbert retained his association with his native 
town of Colchester by the possession of the family 
residence of Tymperleys in Trinity Street after his 
stepmother’s death in 1589. He resided there 
occasionally and became one of Colchester’s leading 
citizens, though it is not known whether he practised 
there. He was always proud of his association with 
Colchester, and styled himself "Colcestiensis" on the 
title page of his great book. 

In 1600 Richard Hakluyt published the third and 
last volume of his "Voyages", and in the dedication 
to Sir Robert Cecil he stated: "I was once minded 
to have added to theend of these my labours a short 
treatise which I have lying by in Writing, touching 
’The curing of hot diseaees incident to travelers in 
long and Southerne voyages’, which was written in 
English, no doubt of a very honest mind by one 
M. G orge Wateson .... But being carefull to do 
nothing herein rashly I showed it my worshipfull 
friend M. doctor Gilbert, a gentleman no lesse ex›
cellent in the chiefest secrets of the Mathematicks 
(as that Jewel lately set fourth by. him in Latine 
doth evidently declare) than in his own profession 
of physicke ; who assured me, after hee had perused 
the said treatise that it was very defective and im›
perfect and that if hee might have leisure, which 
that argument would require, he would either write 
something thereof more advisedly himselfe or would 
conferre with the whole College of the Physicians, 
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aud set downe some order by eonunon consent for 
the preservation of her Majesties subjacts". But this 
seheme he never carried out. Mr. Henians 
kindly lent me a facsimile copy of this treatise edited 
by Dr. Singer. It is certainly "very defective and 
imperfect" though it contains some interesting refer›
ences to treatment. by liver for intestinal disorders 
(Did he encounter sprue, one wonders 1), to the value 
of fresh and not salted meat for scurvy, and most 
interesting of all, to his use of a strong infusion of 
pepper ? For it was not until less than twenty years 
ago that the richness of pepper in vitamin C was 
demonstrated. 

Dr. Singer identifies the author with George 
Whetstone, the poet and swashbuckler who in 1578 
wrote a crude play, "Promos and Cassandra", the 
original of Sha;k.espeare’s’ "Measure for Measure". 
Fl’om 1587 he from sight Ulltil the 
publication of this treatiSe in 1698, and it is fair to 
assume that it was during this interval that he went 
on the voyages which provided ’the material for his 
rdeas on tropical and marine diseases. 

On the death of Dr. James, Gilbert becmne, as 
already stated, physician to Queen Elizabeth ; the 
patent gives his sal11ory as £100 a year. He does not 
appear to have accompanied her on her many tourR 
through the country, by which she spared her own 
pocket and conferred distinction on many }Jed›
rooms. Her Court physicians seem to have been ex›
pected to give her New Year presents and we find 
that on the last new year she lived to see, Gilbert’A 
gift was "one pott of Orange flowers and another of 
green ginger"> while in return he received 1 3-f oz. 
of gift plato, so he did not do !lO badly on the ex›
change. He must have had some trying time!! with 
her, for in her latter days much success had brought 
with it many illusions; and as Ben Jonson remarked 
to Drummond of Hawthornden, "she never saw her›
self after she became old in a true glass". The 
temperament thus displayed led to terrible scenes 
in her last illness, in which Gilbert attended her. 
The description is well knoW’Il. "She alternated be›
tween fits of rage and periods of silence and stupor. 
She railed at her physicians and her counsoHors, 
refusing food, refusing physic, and refusing oven to 
rest. Shortly b8foce the end, she sat obsti:n&tely on 
her cushions outside her chamber, in spite of all tho 
endeavours of ladies of the bed chamber to induce 
her to go to bed". 

In the BritiAh Museum there is a long roll upon 
which Camden, the herald, has draW’Il in ink a repre›
Rentation of the funeral procession of the Queen. 
In this is a group of four men walking together, 
labelled Clerks of Parliament and Doctors of Physic. 
One of these, with pointed beard, ruff and .bat, as in 
the engraved portrait of Gilbert by Clamp, leaves 
little doubt to identity . . 

It has been stated that Queen 
left Gilbert a pension and that he was the only man 
mentioned in her will . Silvanus Thompson pointR 
out that as she is not known to have left a will, 
the granting of a pension must remain in doubt. 

Hilbert was appointed physician to Jarn.es I, but 
did not live long enough to enjoy that office as he 
died on November 30 O.S., 1603. As Silvanus 
Thompson speaks of this being his sixtieth year, 
evidently accepts the date of his birth as 1544. It 
would seem likoly that he died of plague, which we 
know was then rife. The best account of the epidemic 
will be found in Thomas Dekker’s book, "The 
WonderfUl Yeare 1603, showing London lying Sicke 

of the Plague". "Every house," he says, "lookt like 
St. Bartholomew’s Hospital." Many that ’’would have 
been glad of a bed in an hospital!, and dying in the 
open fields have been buried like dogs .... Never 
let any man ask me what became of our physitians 
in this massacrethey hid their .synodical! )reads as 
well as the prowdest. Galen could do no more than 
Sir Giles Goosecap"; and so on in the approved 
euphuistic mode. But Gilbert neither fled nor hid 
himself. Michael HiCks, who had been secretary to 
Queen Elizabeth, wrote to the Earl of Shrewsbury 
thus : "1 heard as I was writing here of that Dr. 
Gilbert the physician is dead who was my neighbour 
at St. Peter’s Hilt . He a, learned physician and 
•an honest. The sickness is greatly diminiAhed in 
London, and the citizens do return in great numbers". 
The association between these two sentences points 
to plague as the cause of dooth. 

Gilbert lived a bachelor and died a wealthy man. 
Besides money, he bequeathed to the College of 
Physicians his library, globes, instruments and 
cabinet of minerals ; but all these were lost in the 
Great Fire of London except a few folio volumes, 
which cannot now be identified. 

In _1904, the year after the Colchester celebration 
of the tercentenary of Gilbert’s death, an interesting 
document was bearing his autograph and 
seal. Owing to Mr. Puryer White’s kindness, I can 
tell the whole story from the records of St. John’s 
College. Dr. Fenn having sueceederl to the ownership 
of Alston Court, Nayland, found therein boxes of 
old documents. Among them was a power of attorney 
executect by Gilbert in favour of Robert Middleton, 
his attorney. The ink in some parts hac;l eaten its 
way through the paper, leaving the words like 
charred stencils in the thin, yet fmely made paper. 
He communicated his to his cousin, G. D. 
Liveing of St .� John’s. Apparently the house at Nay›
land had belonged to their greatgrandfather, who 
had been executor to Thomas Bayles, whose forbears 
had succeeded to Middleton’s practice at Colchester. 
The witness to the document was Gilbert’s brother, 
Ambrose, who founded two scholarf’hips at St .. John’s. 
The value of the document is enhanced by tho 
rarity of William Gilbert’s autograph, only two 
others heing knownone on a medical certificate 
addrel:lsed to Lord Walsingham, now in the Record 
OJTice, the other discovered by Silvanus Thompson 
in a book which bolonge,d to Gilbert when at St. 
John’s; also by the fact that it is sealed with Gilbert’s 
own signet ring, carrying his crest, a halfeagle with 
wings displayP<l. Prof. Livcing, in conununicating 
the discovery to the College, makes this interesting 
comment. "The spelling of ordinary English words 
had not crystallized in Elizabeth’s reign, much less 
that of names, and it was certainly (so] commori at 
thf\t time to spell the same name in two or more 
different ways in one document that I Jmve concluded 
that it was done purposely so that nothing might 
tum on the spelling to invalidate it". Colchester 
hg.s ulways pert.inaciously adhered to the spelling 
Gilherd, and as it appears thus at the head of this 
document, the city is apparently justified. 

It may, b l of interest to look for a moment at the 
backgrotmd of Gilbert’s life in Cambridge and London. 
In both, active chnnges were occurring. At the 
universities, and parti.C’ularly at Cambridge, the con›
centrated interest in theology which had formed the 
main study ofscholaAticism was declining. The 
developments in the State were making a demand for 
the sons of tho gentry to play ibeir part in the social 
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system of the country and its goverrunent. So they 
went to the university to acquire some general culture. 
There was a risk that the new enthusiasm for deeper 
study and research "would be elbowed out of existence 
by endeavours to •gratify the wish for a higher 
education which would suit a young gentleman 
desirous of making his mark in some recognized 
public or professional capacity and which should not. 
take up too much of his time". This risk was materi›
ally increased by the introduction of a system by 
which school and college elections were influenced 
in favour of the welltodo against the poor ;_ more 
especially the best prizesfellowshipswere awarded 
in obedience to mandates obtained in devious ways 
from the Court. For the first time a university educa›
tion had a social value, which led to a different 
type of student and a more riotous way of living. 
So much so �hat Oaius, who had done his best to 
promote the new learning, began to wonder whether 
his benefactions had been wisely bestowed. It is, 
by the way, curious that though Caius and Gilbert 
were contemporaries at Cambridge, separated . only 
by the length of Trinity Street, there is no record of 
any association between them. It strengthens roy 
expressed belief that Oaius was more interested in 
institutions than in individtit>"ls. We can set against 
.this an undoubted spread of a genuine love of learn›
ing, while the following century was the most active 
in the intellectu11l life of Cambridge until the latter 
half of the nineteenth. Still, one must admit that 
in the Elizabethan period there was a change from 
a home for poor scholars to a more mundane lifea 
change which has in varying degrees persisted and 
which this century has been trying to overcome. 
There is indeed a danger of the pendulum swinging 
too far the other way. 

As to the position of the medical world at that 
time, A. W. Ward says, "The physician’s profession 
. . . was being disentangled on the one hand from 
that of the clergyman . . . and on the other hand 
from the trade of the apothecary . . . and from that 
of the barber, who united to his main function those 
of the • dentist, and yet others. . . . The pretensions 
of both physicians and surgeons .. to a knowledge of 
which they fell far short were still a subject of severe 
censure ; but little or nothing was said in or outside 
the profession against what was still the chief im›
pediment to the progress of medical scienceits 
intimate associatiqn with astrology". 

On these dangers, both at the university and in 
the medical profession, Gilbert’s influence was 
tary. His insistence on observation and experiment, 
his scorn for reliance on mere authority, his hatred 
for shams and quackery, were not without their effect. 
In the conditions laid down for the teacher of medicine 
in the Academy he visualized, but which never came 
to fruition, it was stated, "He was never to allege 
any medicine of any kind, but that he wa;s to declare 
the reason philosophical of every particul&r, and he 
was to show how medicine was made and all the 
instruments used in making it. � ; . The physitian 
was continually to practise with the Natural Philos›
opher to try and search out the riddles of Nature." 
Note here an anticipation of Harvey’s injunction; 
Gilbert has been called the first English Copernican, 
and without transgressing beyond my particular 
thesis of Gilbert as a physician, I would utge ’that 
this made him particularly suited to combat the 
pestilential inFluence of astrology on medicine, from 
which Jean Fernel of Paris was just ema;ncipatmg 
himself. 

"Q." has spoken of "men, who with the splendour 
of the Renaissance in their eyes, supposed themselves 
to be working all the while upon pale and borrowed 
shadows". Thus Linacre looked to the past for the 
revival of learning ; Caius faced both ways ; but 
Gilbert steadfastly looked forward, and thus he may 
be acclaimed the first of English modern men of 
science, and was so recognized by the succeeding 
generation. For Sir Thomas Browne described him 
as the Father Philosopher who discovered more in 
terrestrial magnetism than Columbus or Amerigo ever 
did by it, while Dryden said of him, "Gilbert shall 
live till Loadstones cease to draw". 
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CEREAL DISEASES 
By W. C. MOORE 

T HE important place of cereals in the wartime 
. food production programme, and the urgency of 

increasing both acreages and yields, have inevitably 
thrown prominence the problems of failure and 
loss through disease. A good deal of attention has 
been given to these problems during the war years, 
and the time is appropriate to take stock of the 
position. For this purpose the Association of Applied 
Biologists recently devoted one of its general meetings 
to a symposium on cereal diseases, which was held 
at the Imperial College of Science and Technology, 
with the president, ]"rof. W. Brown, in the chair. 

In his introductory remarks Mr. W. 0. Moore 
referred to the surveys of plant diseases organized 
by the Ministry of Agriculture and Fisheries since 
1917. These enable one to form a fairly clear picture 
of the relative importance of different cereal diseases ; 
but the time is now ripe for concerted efforts to deter›
:llline the significance of disease more precisely and 
in terms of loss of yield or in cash value. More than , 
fifty diseases have been listed on cereals in England 
and Wales, and of these at least seven are of some 
economic importancewheat bunt (Tilletia caries), 
takeall (Ophiobolus graminis and its var. Avenae), 
eyespot (Oeroosporella h&potrichoides), yellow rust 
(Puccinia glumarum), mildew (Erysiphe graminis), 
leaf spot of oats (Helminthosporium Avenae) and leaf 
stripe of barley (Helminthosporium gramineum). To 
these must probably be added. the various deficiency 
diseases about w.hich little is yet known. Yell ow rust 
is the most injurious of cereal rusts, . but only about 
once in ten years is it sufficiently bad (as in 1943) 
to reduce yields by more than an estimated 510 per 
cent. Black rust is usually late and local ; but 
occasionally, probably when large of uredo›
spores are blown over .from the Continent in June 
or July, an epidemic such as occurred in 1940 
develops. Bunt bids fair to repeat its behaviour 
after the War of 191418 unless care is taken. In 
the early ’20’s about a third of the seed wheat samples 
were bunted. A steady improvement followed, and 
in 1940 the figure was as low as 1•2 per cent; but 
tbe number of badly bunted crops reported in the 
last three years strongly suggests that the disease 
nw.y again be on the increase, in spite of the great 
advances made in seed dressing. Fortunately, ergot 
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